
Gangsta VS Gangster; A Phox Fable Part 2 - Painting the Town Red       
 
"There is a story here. And all stories have a beginning." said Nora ."We must know the story of the red-eyed Langren." 
 
 The electric phox walked to the sofa where her recovering ally lied; a wolf wearing a white shirt with a yellow Wu Tang 
Clan logo on it, and bright blue jeans. His socks and red and black Nike's were beneath the sofa. He arose at her request, and lifted 
one of his eyelids wide, delicately removing a contact within them that disguised his eye color to green. He did so for the other, 
revealing his natural bright purple eyes, and restoring their pulsing glow. He set them in a glass next to the flame colored shades, 
originally grounded to shards with the frame crushed in half, and now restored by his hostess. 
 
 His rescuer was a vixen of oddly bright yellow fur, coupled with pure white avian wings spawning from her shoulder 
blades. She was in fact a phox, a hybrid of the Egyptian Phoenix, a bright burning avian of hope, and the Japanese Kitsune, an 
elusive canine of trickery. She served as a guardian to the phox Zenion, and those who he cared for, and fulfilling a wise and gentle 
older sister role among him and his other guardians. She went by Nora, a shortened form of her name Zenora. As her lupine friend 
prepared to inform her, she neatly folded his leather dragon jacket and placed it on the dresser next to him. 
 
"His name is Brutus Cadfael. But he goes by his middle name, Cythraul." said the young wolf. "I met him while on a journey almost a 
year ago. A distant relative of mine in Wales sent a letter to me, asking for aid against an unholy monster, defiling and filling graves 
at numerous cemeteries across Europe." 
 
"Was this monster Cythraul? The word 'Cythraul' is Welsh for 'Demon' as I understand." Zenora stated, though she was never one to 
interrupt a story, the cruelty she experienced from Cythraul had shaken her and caused great uneasiness. 
 
"No. It was an immortal wolf by the name of Xun. He was partly responsible for the existence of my kind, the Langren. He killed an 
expectant human mother 1800 years ago. Her triplets in the womb were saved by a wolf from Heaven, who split her soul between 
the three, and created the Langren. For his slaughter, Xun was stripped of his mortality, forced to wander the Earth at his frail, weak, 
old age and never die until the full potential of the Langren was realized. Until one of Langren blood ended him with our divine 
powers." 
 
"Where was Cythraul while Xun was violating graveyards?" 
 
"He runs his own mafia in Aberystwyth. Their legal face is the Aurhiain Power Plant. It supplies electrical power to the city of 
Aberystwyth and even the villages in the Snowdon Mountains. He converts our divine lightning into electricity all for profit. And still it 
is not enough. He extorts any business with fruitful profits that catch his eye. If they refuse, he cuts off their power, including their 
phone lines and security systems, and lays waste to the entire establishment and all who are caught within. And with no power, 
there is no way to immediately contact the police department or emergency medical teams for help. His evil is infuriating." Shu 
growled. 
 
"I understand your contempt." Zenora said, placing her hand over the wolf's forehead to calm him down. "Rather than convert 
lightning to electricity, I already wield the artificial form. To see someone abuse such power in them like that. It is a strain NOT to 
become angry. And what's more, I've seen how far his cruelty can extend, and I pray for those who have stood up to Cythraul." 
 
"That means a lot, Zenora. It really does." the wolf said with a sigh. "My tribe and the other Langren clans around the world know of 
our origins, and we knew Xun was responsible for this bloodshed. After a few months of the mass murders, Cythraul decided to 
move in on a market that was blossoming thanks to the immortal wolf... funeral homes. My relative who had written to me, Evan 
Langston, knew Cythraul as his bodyguard when he was young, but Cythraul left to pursue his own selfish desires when Evan 
assumed the helm of his clan in the Snowdon mountains. We both noticed his growing wealth, and the silence of the funeral home 
staff. But Cythraul insisted he was fortifying and preparing to move against Xun, but of course he is never one for the truth." 
 
"Profit from death. Not unlike the corrupt leaders of nations across the Earth. It is hard to imagine a Langren capable of such evil." 
 
"I didn't want to believe it, either. Against my better judgment, my friend Zuki and my uncle Zan came along for the journey. They 
could help me find out for sure. We infiltrated his power plant and found the grim truth. We told Evan everything, but he wished to 
believe it even less than me. Cythraul was like an uncle to him. The power of lightning I unlocked for myself, but Evan knew enough 
of Soul Sensation to teach it to me when I arrived in Aberystwyth. He knew I wasn't lying." 
 
"And then what happened, Shu?" 
 
"We went to the plant again, this time with Evan. He incapacitated the guards outside, while Zuki and uncle Zan handled the guards 
within. I was given the task of defeating Cythraul and turning him over to the authorities." 
 
"Did you succeed?" 
 
"A short-lived victory by sneak attack. But, yes. I entered his office by way of the ventilation maze hidden in the cieling. I'll never 
forget the last words I heard him say before I pounced and knocked him unconscious. He said... what's going on out there?" 
 
"Very deep parting words." Zenora remarked with a giggle. "But why has he turn up here? And why have you, for that matter? And 
what is with your disguise? Do I even want to know how you've come to purchase such modern garbs? Did you rob a wishing 
fountain? Or is it something MORE sinister? Taking lunch money from children, perhaps? You never had need for money before." 
 



"My finances? Are you afraid I'm doing something illegal?" Shu asked. 
 
"No, it's just I'm... curious..." 
 
"Well, I admit it, I don't acquire the money legitimately." 
 
"What?" Nora asked in shock. "Young Lang Shu, how could you have become so-" 
 
"I participate in underground fighting arenas, Zenora." Shu interrupted. "Fighting is the only skill I have at the moment that will see 
me to my daily bread. And I'm sure your family and mine are mutual in our desire to stay 'out of the system.' Unlike you, I cannot 
hide in an orb, or shape shift, or simply fly off. But like you all, I have to support myself, too. And I must do it discretely." 
 
"Still, underground fight clubs? Is there anything LEGAL that could pay under the table? I just never figured you for a law-breaker." 
 
"That depends on which laws you live under. If your socially astute brother Zenium were here, he could confirm that throughout 
history and the modern age, the laws of the land and the laws of the righteous contradict each other more often then they coincide. I 
bought the pieces of this disguise, and furthered my training in survival to the city streets. A place far less forgiving than the 
mountains back home in Luoyang. And I have far more sportsmanship than my competitors in the ring. That should count for 
something, no?" 
 
"I suppose. But how long have you been here? And why the sudden appearance of Cythraul?" 
 
"I arrived only a month ago, fooling myself into thinking I escaped the reach of Cythraul's mafia, the Red Talons. I never guessed 
that the Red Talons have spread their influence overseas. I was ambushed after my last fight three days ago. I noticed the promoter 
among the attackers. His arms were tattooed with the symbol of the Red Talons ." 
 
"The outline of a blood soaked falcon claw?" Nora asked. 
 
"Yes. After narrowly escaping with my life, I began inquiring around the city about gang activity. I looked for any trace of the Red 
Talons, but never found one, before yesterday. It was more than I bargained for... Cythraul is free. He has tracked me down to this 
place. What's worse, I allowed him to drag you and your brothers into his remorseless hunt for me, only after I wrongfully ambushed 
and attacked the red one, Zenaku. I'm no better than the ones who ganged up on me. Not a shred of honor. Please, forgive me." 
 
"You obviously haven't had the chance to know Zenaku yet. Though, he is at full blame for that, he and his dance clubs. Next to 
dancing with attractive females, excitement and combat is what he lives for. And Lord Zenion prizes you as a friend. Since he does, 
none of us have any reason not to. Zenaku, though, he and I desperately need to have a long talk after this is over. You're a friend to 
us all. Not just Lord Zenion. And we share your enemies." Nora smiled, her hand on his shoulder. "We share your fight, Lang Shu." 
 
"Heh. Such surprising creatures you all are." Shu grinned. "Anyone whom you consider a friend is lucky beyond all mortal 
imagination." 
 

He then hung his legs over the cushions of the sofa and planted his paws on the ground, slowly pushing himself up via the 
ends of the sofa and struggling to calm his quaking legs. He stumbled forward a step before regaining some balance and leaned 
back to stand straight. He then sighed as he moved his arms to loosen them and moved toward the closet. At his request, Zenora 
found a leather bag he had stashed near a cardboard tent he had crafted, just outside of the arena. Of course, it was no surprise 
that it was literally torn apart by those who attacked him, but the bag still remained, containing his old clothes. No doubt the ones he 
favored over his new attire. 

 
He gathered the bag from the closet, as well as a bottle of hydrogen peroxide, before entering the bathroom and turning 

the knobs of the shower. A short while passed after the German Shepard who went by the alias, Sean Landon, entered that 
bathroom. But minutes after the hot water ceased to pour, the true blue Lang Shu came out in his stead. Using the peroxide to purge 
the brown, blonde, and black dye from his fur and hair, both regained their natural color. His fur as gray as the clouds in a winter 
storm, and his hair as white as the snow they produced. His body sheathed with the scarlet and black silk garments of traditional 
Chinese fashion. Zenora let a smile spread across her face. 
 
“I had to wait until now to say this, because I brought you here with me as a stranger. I know clothes don’t make the wolf, but it’s 
great to finally have you back… Lang Shu of Luoyang, Alpha Chieftain of the Heaven’s Fangs Langren Tribe.” 
 
“It’s a great joy to be back with you and the other phoxes, as well. Thank you, Zenora.” said Lang Shu, bowing his head. “Thank you 
for saving me, too. You fulfill your role as a guardian a thousand times over with each act of compassion.” 
 
“I would have had you healed quicker, but your powers keep fighting mine off. I guess your body is the ‘do it yourself’ type.” Zenora 
said. 
 
“Just as I am. Which is why I should find Cythraul before he finds your brothers.” Shu said, heading for the door. “This was meant to 
stay between us, but even Zenaku will not overcome him so easily. Although that may bring a grin to his face, I can’t allow him to 
suffer Cythraul’s vendetta in my stead.” 
 



Even for those closest to them, it was all too easy to forget the vast magical power and potential a phox possessed. Then 
again, it would be easy to for anyone, as they only used it when necessary and when the least amount of curious eyes were 
watching. The instant Shu had left, Zenora used yet another power of the phox, but neither magic nor element. This was a power 
that unified the Infinitiums, not only in a common power among this deck of wild cards, but in a unique link to each other... telepathy. 
Using Shu’s voice captured by her ears, Zenora forwarded the details to her brothers, who were on the way to see how Naku’s club 
held up without him the previous night. 
 
“That sudden expression of actual attention to Zenora’s hail.” Zenium said. “I see she’s included you on this information.” 
 
“Yeyah.” said Zenaku. “So dis Langren’s some kinda Don Corleon wanna-be, huh? Someone oughta tell ‘im we a long stretch from 
the 1930s.” 
 

The one called Zenaku was of scarlet red fur color, and his eyes were ebony black, as was his hair, braided into dreads. 
Snow white wings spawned from his shoulder blades, and he controlled the phoenix’s most basic power; that of the inferno. What 
began as another day yesterday turned into a festival of excitement when he found Lang Shu under disguise at his club, seeking 
Intel on gang activity. Following the scent of trouble, he was surprised by the wolf dressed as a Shepard, and suffered defeat. With 
Nora shedding light on the subject, he found Shu once more, in the grasp of Cythraul. 
 

His brother Zenium was sheathed in blue fur, his hair and eyes as white as a pearl, he bore avian wings as well with white 
feathers. His power was over water in all its forms, solid, liquid, and vapor. Only the day before, Zenium had sensed distress among 
his electric and flamboyant siblings. Reacting immediately, he discovered the two of them at the mercy of a tan wolf and two of his 
thugs, only an instant after tossing a brutalized Lang Shu into the river. The evil Langren and his goons walked away from the 
conflict, but thankfully, so did the three phoxes and their comrade. Of course, not without a fair dose of trauma gathered from the 
ghastly experience. 
 

To any who knew of the phoxes, the debate of which was Naku’s polar opposite shared an equal number of supporters for 
either side. Nora’s gentleness and sympathy for those who could not help themselves offended Naku’s innocence of restraint and 
contempt for weakness. On the other hand, Zenium’s respectable etiquette and value of composure opposed Naku’s resume as a 
loose cannon. Though, there is no other way any of them would have it, same to be said for Lang Shu. 

 
“So, anyone who knows Soul Sense can find us, huh?” Zenaku asked. 
 
“Yes. According to Shu, it works like a unique scent of emotions.” Zenium explained. “A scent all our own that we cannot mask. Each 
soul has a soul scent as distinctive as its owner, and leaves a trail that can be followed.” 
 
“Ah think ah git’it.” said Zenaku, thinking. “So… suppose it really DOES work like trackin’ a scent. Think dat means if someone’s 
trackin’ ya, they’d know where you spend a lotta time at?” 
 
“It… could be possible, yes. But that’s a question for Lord Zenion, or Lang Shu, or this Evan Langston fellow.” said Zenium. “Why do 
you ask?” 
 

Naku’s only response was the sudden spawn of his wings and darting for his night club. Telepathy was unnecessary to 
know what was running through his mind. As he turned the corner, he heard the crashing of glass, and caught a glimpse of his club’s 
DJ, before his friend collided into a parked car. As was his nature, Zenaku only darted toward the source where his DJ was thrown, 
rather than come to his side. Bursting through the door and shattering it to glass fragments, his fists were consumed by his flames 
as he growled. 

 
“Bad mistake, dawg. AND YOUR LAST!!!” he cried out, as he faced the two Red Talon Langren from before. 
 
“Look who it is, Gwillym.” said the first one. 
 
“Thought he’d turn up, Heilyn.” said Gwillym. “I just noticed, we kicked his six tails yesterday, but we didn’t get a name. Who are you, 
again?” 
 
“Your worst nightmare, foo!” Naku snarled as he surrounded them in a ring of fire. 
 
“Oh, wow. I’m just… blown away.” Heilyn mocked as he clapped halfheartedly. 
 
“Yeah, it’s stunning. Really.” Gwillym remarked. “Speaking of stunning, how’s that yellow vixen of yours doing?” 
 

Another blow to his non-existent patience caused Zenaku to shrink the ring of fire entrapping the two sarcastic Langren. 
The two of them then conjured lightning from their fists and fired it through the flames, knocking Naku back and breaking his focus 
on his element. The ring of fire died down as the two darted for him. Heilyn grabbed him and threw him down onto the dance floor, 
cracking the glowing tiles. Gwillym went to the records serving as scratch fodder, and tossed it like a frisbe at Naku, grazing his 
cheek. 
 
“They say you’re at home on the dance floor.” said Heilyn. 
 
“Yeyah? So what?” said the red phox 
 



“So, let’s light it up!” Heilyn shouted. 
 

Grabbing the loose circuits beneath the crushed dance floor tiles, Heilyn sent a strong current of lightning into the wiring 
and caused a merciless electric shock to run through the red phox's body. Cackling with lightning coursing through his veins and 
crying out in anguish, Naku let all of his fire burst out of his body and set fire to all the dance equipment in the entire club, doing the 
very job he set out to stop these Langren from completing. The two then went behind the DJ’s equipment and flipped it over, pinning 
Naku against it and the floor. The two of them beheld their damage with delight as the flames spread and grew. 
 
“That charred leather and burnt wood is the scent of a job well done.” said Gwillym as he stepped onto the equipment holding Naku 
down. 
 
“That was fun, homey.” Heilyn mocked as he followed. “Let’s do it again, sometime.” 
 

They shared a laugh as they headed for the door, not at all concerned at the unlikely possibility of their opponent perishing 
in the growing inferno that was once his epic and lively dance establishment. Suddenly, what could only be described as a massive 
tidal wave collided with the two of them, flooding the establishment and startling the downed Zenaku awake. He roared in rage as he 
turned the DJ equipment to ashes and arose. Zenium then stood in the doorway as he opened his hand and extended it toward the 
restrooms. 
 

The room flooded with water and arose to quell the frames and dousing the two Langren and Naku before he could lift the 
flames higher beyond control with his anguish-driven passion. Zenium made not even a flinch as the water came rushing at him and 
poured out into the streets. Walking in and watching them shake the water from their coats, Zenium dried himself more precisely and 
uniquely, separating the water from his fur and his clothes before flinging it onto Gwillym and Heilyn to taunt them. The two Langren 
growled in annoyance as they shook off the water once more and prowled toward the blue phox with lightning sparking from their 
fists, fangs and claws drawn and ready. 

 
“Maybe your superior numbers and comparable power were enough to overcome a violence-driven thrill seeker such as Naku, but 
I’d rather not draw out a fight and milk it for every moment.” 
 
“You wanna make it quick, huh?” said Heilyn with a grin. “We can help with that.” 
 
“No, no. You’ve done enough. Allow me.” Zenium said, as he pulled water from the particles in the air. 
 

Forming a cluster out of the water, he brought it under the palm of his hand. The two Langren then shot their lightning at 
him, going all out just like Naku. This similar nature of combat made a sly grin appear on the blue phox’s face, as he prepared to 
handle it. Spreading the water across, he caught the two currents of lightning, sparking furiously in the water as he moved it across 
the air, displaying the fruits of his wit. The two Langren’s jaws dropped as they beheld his feat, their lightning caught within their 
wittier opponent’s grasp. 

 
“Wha-wha-wha WHAT???” Gwillym said. 
 
“Not possible! No way!” said Heilyn. 
 
“It’s a shock to see a pair of Langren with such evil hearts, no pun intended.” said Zenium. “The shock is tenfold to see a pair of 
Langren with such simple minds. You enforce a mob financed by an electrical power plant, and yet you do not know water can 
conduct electricity just as well as copper wire. Quite disappointing.” 
 

Suddenly, Zenium moved the water like a bullet and splashed the both of them. The lightning followed the water through 
them and shocked them with double the force they threw at him. Zenaku watched in amazement as they fell to the floor, their fur 
smoking like chimneys, but still alive. Zenium lifted both the water and the lightning before they could do any irreversible harm to his 
opponents. Immediately, he then started to regenerate the charred remains of the dance club as Zenaku jumped in on the repairs, 
as well. 
 
“That Soul Sensation does not disappoint.” said Zenium. “I would never have guessed the Langren’s greatest strength would be one 
of their few weaknesses.” 
 
“Whatchu talkin’bout?” asked Naku. 
 
“A Langren can absorb lightning from the sky, and Cythraul is proof they can wield electricity with practice. But any Langren is 
vulnerable by lightning produced by another Langren, or even their own, if deflected back to them.” 
 
“Well, ah guess dat’s good t’know. Now ah got some dirt on dis Cythraul dawg.” Naku said. “And ah know JUST how to draw ‘im out. 
He trashed mah place, now it’s time for me to remodel his. Startin’ with his underground fightin’ ring.” 
 

Naku then lifted Gwillym by his neck and slammed him down onto the table. After a few gentle slaps to the face, the red 
phox let loose with a forceful backhand. The wolf awoke and shot up, headbutting the red phox and falling back groaning. Wrapping 
his six tails around him, he threw the wolf over head and slammed him on another table, smashing it clean in half down the middle, 
undoing the work Zenium applied to the repairs. He then repeated the process again, slamming another table in two, then flung the 
Langren across the room, making a 12 inch crater in the wall. 
 



“If those three lil’ love taps weren’t obvious enough, ah’d rather skip the questions and go straight to the torture.” 
 
“Little love taps? Those were painful!” said Gwillym. 
 
“For me, they were lil’ love taps. Imagine what ah can do when I WANT to cause pain. On second thought, you don’t gotta imagine it. 
Cuz ah’m ‘bout to start dishin’ it out in three seconds unless you tell me whut ah gotta do t’git inta the underground fightin’ ring. 3,2-” 
 
“Alright, stop! It’s down by the pier at the large warehouse there, used to be owned by Amazon. We trashed it and bought it up, after 
liberating the goods.” 
 
“Any passwords or cloak and dagger junk ah need to be aware of?” Naku said, pulling him closer and glaring into his eyes. “Cuz if 
you tryin’ t’play me, or you squeal, I’ll fry yo tail, rip it off, and shove it down yer throat.” 
 
“Squeal on you? And miss the chance to watch Cythraul tear all six of yours off and shove ‘em up where they used to be?” 
 
“And anothah thing. You or ya boy come near mah sistah, Lang Shu, or Zenium again, I’m draggin’ both ya tails in the ring and givin' 
the audience a bonfire to watch. Ya dig?” 
 
“You talk big, big red. It’s gonna be a whole other ball park in the ring.” Gwillym smirked 
 
“Ah hope so. You two were cheap. You wanna do one-on-one, then I’ll see ya there. Until then, enjoy ya flight.” Naku grinned. 
 

With the Langren in his tails, he swung him around swiftly, and tossed him through the doors and into the car his DJ 
landed in, relieved to find the DJ standing beside the car. Heilyn came from behind at Naku before Zenium conjured a wall of ice 
between the two, only an instant before tossing Heilyn through it. A hard flap was heard from above as Nora descended down from 
the sky. She entered surveying the damage and the repairs, then looked to the car and tended to the DJ. Still, she left with 
something and came back without. 
 
“What’s happenin’ with dat kid, Shu?” Naku asked. 
 
“I trailed him to the docks.” Nora answered. “He’s going back to those awful fights.” 
 
“Fights?” asked Zenium. 
 
“The underground fighting arenas beneath the warehouse there.” said Nora 
 
“Well, that may change your plans a little, Naku.” Zenium said. 
 
“Heh.” Naku smirked. “Says who?” 


